INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Professional installation is recommended, though if you're an experienced do-it-yourselfer, you would probably manage. Never forget about proper safety measures while installing this product and do not try to perform the task without necessary tools and factory service manual. As for the vehicle, it must be in a fixed and stable position before the installation process begins.

TOOLS REQUIRED:

- PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER OR SOCKET WRENCH SET
- PAINTERS TAPE TO AVOID SCRATCHES
- TORQUE WRENCHES

1. Inspect the new tail light assembly before you start the installation and make sure you'll be able to complete the process with the tools you have at hand.

2. Disconnect your battery's negative battery terminal. Please note that some automobiles (such as newer GMs) have highly sensitive electrical systems. If such is the case, a failure to disconnect the battery before beginning installation may cause blown tail lamp fuses or other similar damages.

3. Apply painters tape around the edges of your tail lights to protect them from scratches that might occur during the installation.

4. To carefully remove your stock lights, open your tailgate or trunk lid to access the back panel of your tail lights. Unscrew your worn out tail lamps from the front with the help of a Phillips screwdriver or undo of the bolts is released, your old lights may fall instantly. For this reason, it is better to lightly keep the lights in place with your free hand while you unscrew or unbolt them.

   Turn each socket and bulb assembly counterclockwise and pull it out of the lens. Next step you should do is simply push the bulb firmly outward in case it is the one with the flat rectangular harness. But if your bulbs have round bases, just pull them in a bit and then turn a quarter turn to release them. Once the bulbs are uninstalled, place them in their original container (if available). You can also keep them in a ziplock-type bag. Please note that if your old tail lights come with a harness that can be separated via a main harness, which leaves part of the harness with the bulbs inside your car's tail lights, you will still require both parts of the harness. The thing is, the aftermarket tail lights are constructed to either reuse the factory bulbs (for Altezza/Euro) or connect straight into the bulb harnesses (for LED tail lights).
5. Remove the old tail light lenses and put them away in a place where they won't scratch or brake. Install the new set of tail lenses and then screw/bolt them in.

6. Some factory-installed bulbs, such as reverse lamps, might be reused in your new LED light assembly. For the rest, the LEDs have male plugs that should be absolutely identical to your stock bulbs' ends. If so, connect the plugs into your stock harnesses. For plug-in type harnesses, please try to put the plugs in the opposite orientation in case they do not work. Still, most LED tail lights come with the plugs and sockets that are already designed to be simple plug-and-play units. However, if there is any tail light black wire, and red wire to red.

7. In comparison to your stock tail lights, LED lights function at a lower wattage and include a resistor that regulates the current passing to the lamps. In some cases, this box can be internal, but generally it is external and connected via a plastic plug. By the way, the latter type should be mounted (they usually come with a double-sided tape on the backs) where it will be far from moisture and heat.

8. Reconnect the battery and test your tail lights before having them completely bolt-on. Make sure everything operates properly, including the brake lights, backup lights, and turn signal lights. If there are any problems and one of them does not work, the first thing you should do is to inspect the connection as it is the most frequent reason for a lamp not lighting up. In case you're installing LED lights and after all the steps listed above have been performed they're still non-functional, try flipping the plugs over in the reverse orientation and then double check the resistor boxes to be fully connected.

9. Secure all bolts in place. Just be careful not to tighten every screw completely in while all bolts are tightened to the appropriate degree. Install any trim or cover that was previously removed for access. Now you can enjoy your new, highly reliable set of tail lights.